
MIDLAND BOXER CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 13th February 2016 

Dog Critique: Judge Alessandro Di Felice 

 

Veteran dog 

1. James, Bosckoph Dynamic 
Good dog. Very typical. Good colour, excellent position and shape of eyes. Good overall 
construction, good striding movement, good proposition. 
 

2. Greaves, Barbarossa Blade Runner 
Typical, good head and shape of eyes, good teeth, well kept for age. Good movement kept 
topline on the move. 

Minor puppy dog 

1. Kavanagh’s, Marbleton Boy In A Bubble 
Good dog, a very interesting typical head, good colour, position and shape of eyes, good 
teeth but needs more chin, pronounced stop, slightly loose at elbow, good top line in 
standing and in movement, moved well. 
 

2. Hyde’s, Stothard Pure Didly Dokely 
Typical dog, compact body, good top line, good neck line, muzzle needs more rising. good 
movement with powerful hindquarters. 

Puppy dog 

1. Breakspeare’s, Laughan Of Fells Des Vents De Mer Avec Porth 
Very Typical, good head, good colour, correct position and shape of eyes, evident chin, top 
line is still developing. Good overall construction, good croup, well off for bone, moved well. 
BPD. 
 

2. Mair’s, Glenauld the Entertainer 
Good musculation, tall well made body, good angulations and top line, good head, but too 
typical for age, mouth needs to be more undershot. 
 

Junior dog 

1. Henderson’s Taranut Stereotype 
Typical male  with a good head with correct shape and colour of eyes and good overall 
construction, correct top line, good musculation, good movement. 
 

2. Cairns, Galicar Mac Steamy  
Very interesting young male. Good head, correct proportions 1-3, a strong muzzle,  good top 
line, good musculation for age, moved well. 



 

Yearling dog 

1. Drinkwater’s, Winuwuk Kiss Tag With Sulez 
Typical male with a good head, true boxer expression, correct muzzle proportions 1-3, Good 
teeth, good overall construction, moved well with powerful striding movement and a good 
top line. 
 

2. Cairns, Instinctive For Galicar JW 
An interesting dog with a good head, good teeth and correct position and shape of eyes, 
good chin. Powerful appearance with good musculation. Good top line when standing, but 
weak when moving. 
 

Novice dog 

1. Kavanagh’s Marbleton Top Of The Morning 
Very interesting, top end of the standard size wise, excellent head, good teeth and mouth a 
good overall proposition, good depth of brisket, good top line, powerful appearance, moved 
well. DCC 
 

2. Sadler’s, Taramark To Do Is To Dare 
Good dog, well muscled, powerful in appearance, good colour, position and shape of eyes 
muzzle needs more rising, lacking in stop, good top line, compact in construction, moved 
well.  
 

Graduate dog 

1. Beardsell and van Beck’s, Newlaithe Leonardo JW 
A good dog with good muzzle proportions 1-3. good chin, correct lip placement and a 
defined stop, dark eyes with good expression. Strong back and top line, strong bones. 
powerful striding movement.  
 

2. Miller and Dawson’s, Walkon First Among Equals. 
Good head, needs more chin, teeth are straight and wide, a defined stop, dark eyes with 
good expression. Long neck, defined withers, short in upper arm, well boned, powerful 
striding movement. 
 

Post Graduate Dog 

1. Godwin’s, Sultash Monbeg Dude 
Good head although slightly weak in muzzle, chin is correct with good lip placement, teeth 
are straight but needs to be wider, a defined stop, correct shape and position of dark eyes 
with good expression, Defined withers, correct angulations of quarters, strong bones, good 
movement. Top line is strong when moving. 



2. Payne’s, Boxania Spice Innovation At Birleyvale 
Good head with a strong muzzle, correct chin with good lip placement and a defined stop. 
Dark eyes with good expression. Strong top line, long neck, defined withers, good forechest, 
correct angulations of quarters, strong bones, good movement, topline is strong when 
moving. 
 

Limit dog 

1. Godwin’s Sultash Frankel 
A good head with good muzzle pro portions 1-3, correct chin with good lip placement, teeth 
are straight but bite could be wider, a defined stop. Eyes are correct a good shape dark with 
good expression. Strong top line/back, long neck, strong bones. Movement is good. Top line 
is strong when moving.  
 

2. Brown and Hutchins, Winwuk Mario Balotelli 
A good head, correct chin with good lip placement. Teeth are straight but bite needs to be 
wider, a defined stop. Eyes are dark with a good expression, long neck, defined withers, 
quarters need more angulations, Strong bones. 
 

Open dog 

1. Watson and Crooks, Ch Roylark Commander In Chief JW 
Good head with good muzzle proportions, chin is correct with good lip placement, teeth are 
straight and wide a defined stop with a good ear set and position, eyes are dark with good 
expression. Strong top line/back, a good fore chest, correct tail set, strong bones, good 
musculation, moved well. RDCC 
 

2. Pynegar’s Berwynfa’s Veni Vidi Vici JW 
A good head with good muzzle pro portions, needs more chin, teeth are straight but bite 
needs to be wider, defined stop good ear set and position, eyes are dark with good 
expression. Long neck, defined withers, good forechest. Correct angulations of quarters. 
Strong bones. Powerful striding movement. 

 

 

 

Alessandro Di Felice 


